ADDENDUM #2 100% Construction Documents (dated Oct 4, 2013)

TO: All Prospective Offerors
DATE: October 30, 2013
PROJECT: T-2908 CNM Marketing and Communications Office Renovations

This Addendum #2 forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Bidding Documents dated October 4, 2013 Drawings dated October 3, 2013).

All other provisions of the Contract Documents shall remain unchanged. This addendum is hereby made a part of the Contract Documents to the same extent as those provisions contained in the original documents and all itemized listing thereof.

Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Bid Form. Failure to do so may subject the Bidder to disqualification.

This Addendum consists of (2) pages of miscellaneous information and (0) attachments

1. CLARIFICATIONS TO THE ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS

1. Sheet A1.4 Project 2 MCO Office door schedule
   a. Revise door schedule for door A101 at room A101D to show hardware set “4”.

2. PROSPECTIVE OFFEROR QUESTIONS AS OF October 30, 2013

1. **Question:** Are the areas under construction going to be vacated or will this entail night and weekend work?  
   **Response:** GC to provide barriers to protect adjacent areas from construction, but the building will not be vacated. Work to occur during normal CNM hours of operation (8AM-5PM). After hours work to be coordinated with owner.

2. **Question:** In office A-101D will the carpet need to be patched where the walls are removed?  
   **Response:** All new carpet will be installed in office A-101D. Color and Pattern to be determined in submittal phase.

3. **Question:** Cannot find a listing on the door schedule for door A-101D. Also can’t find a hardware schedule?  
   **Response:** The door is listed in the schedule as A-101 at room A101D and is tagged on the drawings as A101. The hardware set for door A101 is “4” in the specifications.

4. **Question:** Are Norton auto operators Acceptable as specified in the hardware schedule portion of specifications Section 08 71 00, since Norton as the manufacturer for the Door Closers, but the Materials section of the Door Hardware spec indicates “Horton” Handicapped Openers instead of “Norton” pursuant to the Hardware Schedule?  
   **Response:** Horton is the intended manufacturer of the door operators and push buttons per the CNM door hardware standards. Norton is acceptable for door closers as specified.

5. **Question:** Are “Roton 780-12” Continuous Concealed Hinges acceptable as indicated in Specification Section 08 41 13 – Aluminum-Framed Entrances and Storefronts?  
   **Response:** Roton 780-12 Continuous Concealed Hinges are the intended hinges for the storefront doors.

6. **Question:** Is it acceptable for the Storefront Supplier-Installer to also provide and install all the Door Hardware, or at least all the Hardware associated with the Storefront Doors?  
   **Response:** Yes that is acceptable.
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